Ian Bayley explores and selects from the thoughts of
the Oxford Doctor Who Society on Series Ten
It was ‘A Time for Heroes’. It was a time for the Oxford Doctor Who Society too.
Normally, we gaze backwards along the Doctor Who timeline and pull out such classics as
1983’s Mawdryn Undead for our Thursday meetings. The past is fixed, known, and there
for us all to enjoy and to enjoy again whenever we like. But a new series affirms that the
story of our hero is still being told, that more bricks are to be added to the half-century
high edifice we contemplate as fans, and that soon construction will happen before our
very eyes, week upon week.
So, as the agonising wait neared its end, we decided on a plan to make the most out of
Series Ten. We would challenge each other to predict where the series would go, we would
rate numerically each episode as it was shown and we would discuss them all, both in
person and online. In this article, I focus on the last of these and review what happened
when, in eighth week of Hilary Term, shortly after Mawdryn’s gruesomely exposed cerebrum throbbed its last, two dozen fans, almost all Oxonian students or ex-students, added
to their Facebook Messenger not just any old chat but An Unearthly Chat. About half
these became active participants in the ensuing discussion.
The trailer for Series Ten showed us there would be stunning scenery, quirky infectious enthusiasm from Bill, and the return of both Missy and the Mondasian Cybermen.
The titles and synopses then outlined the sequence for us to expect: university-set series
opener cum companion intro, alien ultra-techno planet with ‘cute’ robots, runabout
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costume drama, and the Gothic scary one. This process of pre-expectations continued
later in the series with individual trailers: The Lie of the Land would be 1984 with ‘Bill as
Winston Smith’ and an ‘Evil Doctor’, Empress of Mars would have ‘Tomb of the Cybermen
vibes’, and preparation for the finale two-parter was a good reason for a first-time listen to
Spare Parts. The matching of brand new to past episodes continued for some even as they
were watching. The first four stories became, in order, ‘Midnight meets Waters of Mars via
Rose’, ‘like The Happiness Patrol except done better’, ‘similarities with The Beast Below’,
and ‘basically Ghost Light’.
To watch a Doctor Who story is, initially, to try and understand the plot and to make it
believable in one’s own head. For those who could do this, reflection later on would turn
appreciation into picking out themes and then messages. As the finale approached, discussion migrated to the latest updates to three major strands of Doctor Who history: the
Doctor’s companions, Missy/the Master and the Cybermen. These last three sentences are
the structure I’ll follow for the rest of this article, beginning with plot believability, and
focusing first on where this seemed to be lacking.

Plot
Unconvincing plot resolutions bothered many
and greatly affected the perceived worth of some
episodes. The Doctor’s solution in Smile was to ‘turn
[the Vardy robots] off and on again’ but this meant
‘erasing their memories’ and ensuring ‘they won’t
learn anything’ so they could ‘start killing sad people
again’; the ethics caused even more consternation, of
which more later. The Pyramid at the End of The
World (henceforth called Pyramid) required us to
believe in a lab ‘without a failsafe’ that would ‘just
pump toxins into the atmosphere’, ‘the least health
and safety compliant lab ever’ where the technicians
are ‘literally eating and drinking’ as they carelessly loaf about. At the end, the Doctor was
defeated by a ‘bike lock’ almost as bad as ‘the ridiculous glass cabinet thing from The End
of Time,’ though I personally adored the cliffhanger this set up. However, it was Pyramid’s
successor that attracted the greatest criticism.
The Lie of The Land ended with a scene in which all of humanity was freed by seeing
‘Bill’s mum, who is simply a random woman to most of them’. I think the idea was that the
artificial memories created by the heroine beat out those created and imposed on us by the
Monks, but this was a charitable reach of mine too far for one who suggested that ‘Bill’s
mum, you just went viral’ was the worst line of the series. Another complained that the
Monks ‘went through the whole fandango to get consent, and then never question why
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they need it’. Consequently, the Monks were ‘not particularly memorable and have no
strong motivation’. The episode needed to be good, as the last in the Monks trilogy, but
instead (writer) ‘Toby [Whithouse] dropped the ball so hard’. ‘How do you have a threeparter feel this rushed?’ exclaimed another. It was probably disappointing in its own terms
too. The pretitles had ‘dramatic imagery, great music and chilling montage’ but it promised ‘greatness which it cannot deliver’ and ‘completely changed tone at the twenty-minute
mark’.
Where the plot failed to
impress before its resolution, it
was often due to characterisation. For Knock Knock, one
person said ‘Bill and Shireen’s
reactions to the student who
was absorbed into the wall were
quite understated’ even after
‘[David] Suchet comes in and
starts saying creepy evil things’.
Another scoffed the ‘fumbled
execution of trendy youth’ and listed stereotypes such as ‘music man’ and ‘scared woman’
to describe Bill’s ‘pretty interchangeable’ friends, three of whom could only think of their
house and deposit after they escaped with their lives. However, one person said he hadn’t
‘enjoyed Doctor Who that much since Heaven Sent’. Unconvincing character behaviour
and emotional tone was yet another problem with The Lie of the Land, this time in the
middle of episode when, having pushed Bill to breaking point, he discovers how to ‘make
his skin glow’ as apparent regeneration trailer bait, so the ‘whole room laughs at her’ and
‘the episode just forgets all about her feelings’.
The greatest divisions on the chat were over The Eaters of Light, where some felt the
plot had not been explained well enough. One person summarised the story as how a
monster ‘was going to eat the sun somehow’ but ‘everything resolved itself automatically’.
Another dismissed it as ‘just forgettable’. In contrast, others who could follow the episode
remarked ‘Loving the texture – between ground and sky, Scotland, dampness!’ and said it
was about ‘weird, eccentric sense of place and timelessness in the rocks and the earth’.
Three such people used the term ‘poetic’ leading the first complainer to retort that ‘fragmented’ would be a better description. Empress of Mars was also judged to have a major
narrative flaw when with no explanation ‘why the TARDIS was playing up’, Nardole was
sent back to Earth for the episode and ended up having to let Missy out of the vault.
Before moving on to themes, it would remiss of me not to give examples of two
episodes from experienced writers without such plot complaints. Jamie Mathieson’s
Oxygen was much praised for putting ‘the protag[onist]s in serious danger’. It ended with
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the Doctor turning the company’s heartless preference for profit over human lives into the
very thing that saved those who remained when he wired their life signs to the coolant
system. As those malign corporate practices were constantly drummed into us throughout
the episode, I thought this was a wonderful way to end it. Steven Moffat’s Extremis
inspired much fascinated speculation on the truth ‘so awful that you would kill yourself if
you heard about it’, followed by light-hearted chuckling at the preview clip where ‘the
Pope wanders into a gay date’. One of the many positive reactions to its broadcast was the
comment ‘my heart has only just stopped racing ... Moffat can still deliver some cracking
episodes’. His other three episodes in this series will be considered later.

Themes
Turning to themes, two early baddies were stock characters likely to attract the loathing of the left. The enemy in
Thin Ice was a Victorian capitalist whose second line was a
racist outburst against Bill. The un-Doctorly punch he
received in reponse was very popular as was the eloquent
speech he made afterwards, but that was undermined when
the episode began ‘telling us to be impressed by the speech’
by putting admiring words into Bill’s mouth. Similarly, Knock
Knock’s villain was a ‘creepy landlord’ exploiting impoverished students.
Later in the series, Empress of Mars seemed to attack
Brexit by having the Doctor say that Mars enters a Golden
Age when it joins the Galactic Federation. Finally, the upper and lower layers of the
Mondasian spaceship in World Enough and Time seemed to echo the stratification of our
own society: ‘a large number of short-lived poor folk in steerage versus a tiny number of
long-lived people up top’, although a religious hell/heaven split was suggested instead.
Furthermore, with the turning down of the volume knobs of the patients in the out ward it
is shown that ‘we silence the screams of the disabled and impoverished and suffering’.
The middle four episodes of the series appeared to directly address the viewers,
however. Oxygen had a ‘call to arms about not passively accepting the status quo’ when the
Doctor exclaims ‘It’s all your fault. So, what are you going to do about it?’. The suicides of
the people in the simulated world of Extremis suggested we should ‘fight to better the real
world, however small or unreal or weak you feel’, although in other contexts, suicide could
be seen as escaping the fight and ‘if it is all fake- why not live it?’. In Pyramid, the Monks
asked for consent but then stipulated that it must not be given out of fear or strategy: an
‘excellent possibly unintended argument against rape culture’. Finally, the otherwise
much-maligned The Lie of the Land was for one person ‘anti-establishment propaganda’
that was ‘about people not believing the media’ and encouraging them to revolt.
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Smile ‘seemed to position itself as having’ a moral but
nobody could work out what it was and this was frustrating. Was it that ‘emojis are bad’ or even emotions are
bad? More disturbingly, a child was ‘left to live with the
robots that killed his mother’ by the Doctor after ‘mindwiping a species’ he has ‘only just discovered is sentient’. It
was dubbed in advance ‘what if phones but too much’ by
someone expecting a Black Mirror-style satire. I personally
liked the idea that emojis are too crude a way of explaining
human emotions to machines but this what not developed
enough and satire took the form of ‘a cheap joke about
vacuous teens’ made by a writer born in 1959 who also
appeared to portray the Doctor as ‘the wise old man ...
more suspicious’ than young Bill. For those who could
stop searching for the message and ignore the plot resolution, the rest of the episode was enjoyable. The ‘location looked wonderful’ and fitted the
‘very early 80s’, ‘synthy electronic music’ as the Ark in Space-like absence of supporting
characters for the first half hour allowed us to see the ‘great combo’ of ‘Twelve and Bill’
alone together.
Diversity, and the acceptance it implies, was important to many, perhaps because we
would not like future generations to wince at Series Ten when it is as old as Mawdryn
Undead is now. The black casting in Regency-era Thin Ice, was strongly praised even as
ranty people elsewhere on the Internet condemned it, although Mark Gatiss’s deliberate
decision to write into Victorian-era Empress of Mars a specifically black soldier was
thought pointless ‘if you’re just going to kill them off anyway’. Bill Potts was famously the
‘first openly gay companion’ (or second or third) but there was some anger at the
unbroadcast original cut of her first scene with Heather where the Doctor is seen to look
on as they get together. Finally, diversity in physical ability suddenly and dramatically
extended to the Doctor himself when he announced his blindness at the end of Oxygen.
However, fears from some that this could be portrayed negatively were rejected with the
assurance ‘the Doctor Who team have done disability well’, pointing to the ‘awesome’ Cass
of the previous series’ Under the Lake/Before the Flood.

The ongoing story
The aspects of Series Ten as yet not discussed are the latest chapters in the stories of
the Doctor’s friends, his deadliest adversary and his most feared non-Dalek monster.
Nardole had already appeared in the previous two Christmas specials but one chat poster
urged that ‘this series is a whole new opportunity to explain why he’s here’. The explanation did not happen in The Pilot, where the confusion deepened as he became ‘basically a
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robot now’, but instead five episodes
later in Extremis. In the meantime,
Nardole was described unflatteringly as
‘unobtrusive for now, which I appreciate’, ‘a bit surplus to requirements’,
‘tacked on’ and ‘a tad annoying’. After
Oxygen, however, he was ‘fab’, ‘brilliant’ and he ‘has finally arrived’,
although he might still have ‘shady
vibes’ because ‘his face isn’t his real
face’. His ending in The Doctor Falls
was ‘bittersweet’ because he suddenly
unexpectedly ‘had some purpose’ and
will die ‘doing what he loves’, which
could mean ‘collecting hats, cracking one liners and acquiring fans’.
Bill, in contrast, was ‘a breath of fresh air’ and for one person, she seemed to take ‘the
companion... role right from the start’. Another liked that the fact that, at least in her relationship with the Doctor, ‘she’s a student and she wants to learn’ in a setup like the Oxford
tutorial system. Later it seemed that Bill ‘fizzled out’ when she ‘moved away from uni and
her friends/life outside the Doctor’. Before viewing, The Pilot appeared to be a standard
blockbuster season opener with its Daleks vs Movellans fight in the trailer but instead it
moved slowly, took great care to develop Bill’s character and featured a ‘good TARDIS
intro scene’. The story was the ‘best Moffat penned romance in a single episode since
Madame du Pompadour’ met the Doctor in The Girl in the Fireplace. It was also novel that
‘crush and the threat were the same plot’ and that the water creature was ‘just a bit lonely’.
Bill’s sexuality was initially ‘no big deal’ according to the actress herself (and we
agreed) but, unexpectedly, it later became very important when she suffered the unusually
cruel fate of being turned into a Cyberman. This seemed to be a notorious instance of the
‘kill your gays’ trope. The initial rumour was reported with the remark ‘that had better not
be true’. If this was denial in the five stages of grief, it quickly turned to depression: ‘I really
can’t see a satisfying way out of what they’ve done’ and bargaining: ‘I would actually be
fine with a reset button in some way’. Inevitably, discussion turned to the rescue of Clara
from certain death in Series Nine’s Hell Bent. That was felt to have ‘ruined Face the Raven’
and another added it ‘ignores the point’ of Heaven Sent, ‘which is explicitly about the
Doctor coming to terms with grief.’ Bill’s rescue, however, at least had ‘some foreshadowing’ in The Pilot (only) whereas Clara’s ‘was out of the blue’. However, for others there
should have been more of the former (examples were given) and it still felt like a ‘deus ex
machina’.
Anticipation of Missy led to a definition of the essence of the Master character as ‘what
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the Doctor could have turned into had he followed a darker, amoral path’. Russell T
Davies’s Master, as played by John Simm, was on the other hand characterized as a ‘lazy’
‘ret-con’: ‘he was a poor hurt boy and the drums drove him mad’. For one person, the
separate name Missy, as opposed to Master, was ‘feeding the idea that she’s a separate
character from the Actual Master’, an insinuation made about none of the other Masters,
all male, and often seen coupled with the suggestion she is really the Rani. The ‘crying and
sighing’ for a bit seemed like a trick because ‘she wants the Doctor to trust her’ and it
seemed predictably certain she would end up announcing ‘I was only pretending to be
good’. It did end up being more complicated than that, because at the last Missy accepted
the Doctor’s plea to ‘stand with me’, only to be prevented from doing so by the Simm
Master.
Could the Cybermen become scary again with a return to their Mondasian roots?
Perhaps it couldn’t be done, said one, as they represent ‘a very 60s set of fears - we’re not
afraid of transplants any more’. Their last appearance in Death in Heaven was panned.
They had become ‘henchmen with limited agency’ with ‘rocket boots [that] make them
too much like gimmicky robots’. For one, the Mondasian Cybermen were a chance to
‘reexplore the concept of sacrificing ... personality/identity/free will ... to survive’. I personally looked forward to a return to the eerie start-stop diction only ever heard in The Tenth
Planet (and in Spare Parts) and was pleased with the result. The body horror that we saw
in World Enough and Time when it was shown especially the ‘pain volume/muting’ was
considered to be ‘really really strong stuff’ and ‘pretty scary to think about’.
So that’s it for Series Ten. As a fan of general knowledge I very much enjoyed discovering that: Gliese 581d is a real planet twenty light years from Earth that was discovered
ten years ago; the effects of the vacuum of space described in Oxygen are (just about)
scientifically accurate; Pope Benedict IX (1032-1048) really
existed and the Vatican probably wouldn’t mind the
slander too much; some historians believe that the Ninth
Legion disappeared in second-century Scotland; and the
final Frost Fair of 1814 was a real occurrence.
There’s one final matter I haven’t yet mentioned,
because it wasn’t discussed much: the fall of the Doctor. I
have seen the fatal blast which has slain the twelfth Doctor,
my favourite since the fourth, a moment as iconic as the
fall from the Pharos Project radio telescope in Logopolis. It
feels so odd to say this to myself though because Peter
Capaldi is still the Doctor. He will remain so for another
hour on Christmas Day, before we then embark on, and
this is the best way to end any article like this, a bright
future with Jodie Whittaker.
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